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Introduction

▪ Harmen Stoppels (@haampie on GitHub)

▪ Scientific Software Developer at CSCS

▪ Maintainer of the spack package manager
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Introduction

▪ Continuous integration is used to

▪ automate testing (unit, integration, perf);

▪ convince users that software works;

▪ describe how to build and run
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How many scientific code bases have CI set up?
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Source: http://blog.jamiejquinn.com/analysing-ci-in-joss
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Source: http://blog.jamiejquinn.com/analysing-ci-in-joss
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Source: https://giordano.github.io/blog/2021-01-23-documentation-testing-julia/
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Source: https://giordano.github.io/blog/2021-01-23-documentation-testing-julia/



How is this possible?

▪ Generator tools to setup package structure

▪ Built-in testing libraries

▪ Package manager

▪ Officially curated package registry
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Get the package

Test it

Downloads & installs 

dependencies

Runs tests



Introduction

▪ What about C / C++ / Fortran HPC codes?

▪ No enforced package structure

▪ Tests are tailored to specific hardware

▪ Not all dependencies are easily available (licensing)

▪ Package managers often not adequate

▪ You might need architecture optimized binaries

▪ You might need specific variants

▪ Many implementations of APIs you might want to test

▪ BLAS

▪ FFT

▪ MPI
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Spack
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▪ Package manager tailored to HPC

▪ Wraps 5000+ packages

▪ Increasingly popular as a development tool

▪ Supports installing from local sources

▪ Supports running package tests



Spack
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Spack: basic commands
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Spack: controlling complex dependencies



Spack: any good for CI?

▪ Detailed info about what dependencies you use

▪ Great for reproducibility

▪ Simple commands spack install --test=root mypkg

▪ Automatically receive bug fix releases of dependencies

▪ Easy to provide an up-to-date build environment to users

▪ Using a docker image
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Tutorial:

https://github.com/haampie-spack/ci-example/
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https://github.com/haampie-spack/ci-example/


                                

              

           

          

          

              

              

          

          

           

              

         

         
 

                               

Tutorial: https://github.com/haampie-spack/ci-example/
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CI status

https://github.com/haampie-spack/ci-example/


Tutorial: https://github.com/haampie-spack/ci-example/
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https://github.com/haampie-spack/ci-example/


How to set this up
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Step 1: Setup a CI script
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To do:

1. Create this Spack package

2. Create this Docker image



Step 2: Setup Spack package in code base
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Step 3: Specify what to build in an environment file
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Step 4: Create a build environment Docker image

▪ Comes with compilers pre-installed

▪ Caches the binaries of dependencies

▪ Automatically / periodically updated

▪ Very useful to troubleshoot CI problems locally!
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Step 4: Create a build environment Docker image
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Step 4: Create a build environment Docker image
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Start manually or every 

so many days

Make the Docker image 

available as
docker pull haampie/pkg-
example



That's it, to recap

1. Setup a CI script

2. Setup Spack package in code base

3. Specify what to build in an environment file

4. Create a build environment Docker image
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Next steps

▪ Distribute your package in Docker images

▪ Reduce size by removing compilers, etc.

▪ Docker: multistage build

▪ spack containerize automates this

▪ https://github.com/haampie/libtree too

▪ Run CI on your own hardware
▪ Github & Gitlab support self-hosted runners
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https://github.com/haampie/libtree


For trouble-shooting

▪ Check out the documentation: 

https://spack.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

▪ Join the Spack Slack workspace:

https://spackpm.herokuapp.com/

▪ Check out the demo:

https://github.com/haampie-spack/ci-example/
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https://spack.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://spackpm.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/haampie-spack/ci-example/


Thank you for your attention


